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ABSTRACT: The adaptive resolution scheme (AdResS) is a
multiscale molecular dynamics simulation approach that can
concurrently couple atomistic (AT) and coarse-grained (CG)
resolution regions, i.e., the molecules can freely adapt their
resolution according to their current position in the system.
Coupling to supramolecular CG models, where several
molecules are represented as a single CG bead, is challenging,
but it provides higher computational gains and connection to
the established MARTINI CG force ﬁeld. Diﬃculties that arise
from such coupling have been so far bypassed with bundled
AT water models, where additional harmonic bonds between
oxygen atoms within a given supramolecular water bundle are introduced. While these models simplify the supramolecular
coupling, they also cause in certain situations spurious artifacts, such as partial unfolding of biomolecules. In this work, we present
a new clustering algorithm SWINGER that can concurrently make, break, and remake water bundles and in conjunction with the
AdResS permits the use of original AT water models. We apply our approach to simulate a hybrid SPC/MARTINI water system
and show that the essential properties of water are correctly reproduced with respect to the standard monoscale simulations. The
developed hybrid water model can be used in biomolecular simulations, where a signiﬁcant speed up can be obtained without
compromising the accuracy of the AT water model.

1. INTRODUCTION
Contrary to the conventional monoscale molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations, multiscale simulations1−16 can treat a given
system simultaneously on diﬀerent resolution scales, where
each scale is described with a physically appropriate model for
that particular scale. For example, in the context of
biomolecular systems, the aqueous environment of macromolecules can be multiscaled, since a detailed (e.g., atomistic 
AT) description is only required in the ﬁrst hydration shell,
whereas further away it is adequately treated on a simpliﬁed
(e.g., coarse-grained  CG) level.17−20 As such, multiscale
simulations can span larger spatiotemporal scales and thus
provide computational and conceptual beneﬁts.
Multiscale schemes where molecules can concurrently
change their resolution, such as the adaptive resolution scheme
(AdResS),21−26 require a mapping between high and low
resolution representations. For AT/CG multiscale water, one
strategy is a 1-to-1 mapping, where each water molecule is
represented in the CG region as a single site, and the
coordinates of a CG bead are set to match the center of mass
(CoM) of the corresponding atoms.27 While such mapping is
straightforward, the acquired speedup is rather limited. Per
contra, N-to-1 mappings where multiple water molecules are
merged to a single site in the CG region oﬀer greater
© 2016 American Chemical Society

computational gains but bring about new challenges. Namely,
the CoM correspondence between the AT and CG
representations is no longer possible, since the CoM of several
molecules becomes meaningless when they diﬀuse too far away
from each other. In the particular case of water, the average
lifetime of tetrahedral clusters due to hydrogen bonding is on a
picosecond time scale.22
To circumvent this problem previous studies by our
group28−30 and others31 have restricted the relative movement
of water molecules that are mapped to the same CG bead and
thus ensured that these molecules remained ﬁrst neighbors
during the total simulation run. The restriction can be achieved,
as for example in the bundled-SPC models,32 via the
introduction of attractive harmonic potentials between all
oxygen pairs in a cluster. However, these restrictions can
sometimes produce substantial side eﬀects. For instance, a
partial unfolding of the helices in a coiled-coil helix dimer33 can
occur due to the bundled water. It is possible that the artifacts
could be reduced if the restrictions were gradually weakened in
the vicinity of the macromolecules thus enabling the clusters to
deform and adopt to any local shape. Nevertheless, it is a
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changed from AT to CG via a transition hybrid (HY) region. In
the CG region water is modeled with the MARTINI model.38,39
The latter is a popular biomolecular CG force ﬁeld, which has
been parametrized in a systematic way, based on the
reproduction of partitioning free energies between polar and
apolar phases of a large number of chemical compounds. The
MARTINI force ﬁeld uses a 4-to-1 mapping, i.e., on average
four heavy atoms are represented by a single chargeless site.
The number of degrees of freedom is thus signiﬁcantly reduced,
while still retaining chemical speciﬁcity required for biomolecular applications such as lipid self-assembly, peptide
membrane binding, protein−protein recognition, etc.40
The coupling between diﬀerent levels of resolution is carried
out according to the AdResS scheme where the total force
acting on a cluster α is

matter of fact that the exact properties of the underlying AT
model can only be reproduced in the limit of zero bundling.
An algorithm that would dynamically redistribute the water
molecules into CG beads during the course of the simulation
would therefore be very desirable as it would not require the
use of the somewhat artiﬁcial bundled water models. In essence,
the supramolecular mapping problem is similar to the one that
the supramolecular structure-based coarse-graining techniques
are facing. Algorithms for such purposes have been already
developed; however, they are not applicable to multiscale
simulations without substantial modiﬁcations. For example, the
K-means34 algorithm, although very elegant, does not output
clusters of a ﬁxed number of molecules. In this respect, a more
useful algorithm is the Monte Carlo (MC) based CUMULUS,35 but the algorithm leaves a small number of the
molecules ungrouped. Moreover, both mentioned methods
require a priori information about the number of clusters that
will be formed.
In this paper, we present a novel methodology that facilitates
supramolecular coupling in multiscale simulations. The
SWINGER algorithm systematically assembles, disassembles,
and reassembles clusters of multiple solvent molecules on-theﬂy. The approach is employed to perform an AdResS
simulation of a multiscale water system using a 4-to-1 mapping,
where the standard AT SPC water model36 is coupled to the
CG MARTINI37 water model.

Fα =

∑ w(Xα)w(Xβ)Fatαβ + ∑ [1 − w(Xα)w(Xβ)]Fcgαβ − FTD
α (Xα)
β≠α

β≠α

(1)

The Fatαβ and Fcgαβ are the forces between clusters α and β,
obtained from the AT and CG potentials, respectively. The
sigmoidal function w ∈ [0,1] is used to smoothly couple the
high and low resolution regimes, where Xα and Xβ are the
distances in the x coordinate from the CoMs of clusters α and β
to the center of the simulation box, respectively. The sigmoidal
function w is equal to 1 in the AT + ATwB regions (x < xHY)
and 0 in the CG region (x > xCG), and there is a smooth
transition between the two values in the HY region, see Figure
1. The thermodynamic (TD) force FTD
is needed for the
α
compensation of the diﬀerence in the chemical potential of AT
and CG resolutions.41,42 In the AT region, where the clusters
do not exist, the forces are purely atomistic as in the standard
MD simulation.
Whenever we couple AT and CG models that have typically
diﬀerent chemical potentials (unless speciﬁcally parametrized to
have matching potentials), as is the case with the MARTINI
and bundled-SPC water model described below, or even if we
couple two diﬀerent models of the same resolution, having
diﬀerent chemical potentials, such as free SPC and bundledSPC water models, density diﬀerences will occur across the
simulation box. This is because the molecules with a higher
chemical potential move into the region with a lower chemical
potential. As just mentioned, to achieve a uniform density
proﬁle we have to compensate for the chemical potential
diﬀerences between the respective AT and CG molecular
models. This is accomplished by the external TD force FTD
α ,
which is deﬁned as a negative gradient of the excess chemical
potential across the simulation box due to the intermolecular
interactions.43 Skipping a few derivation steps that an interested
reader can ﬁnd in refs 41 and 42, the TD force computation
translates into an iterative numerical formula

2. METHODS
2.1. Adaptive Resolution Scheme (AdResS). The
simulated system is split with respect to resolution along the
x direction of the simulation box as schematically depicted in
Figure 1. We depict only half of the (symmetric) simulation
box, i.e., the box center is at the origin of the x-axis. The AT
region is located at the center of the simulation box where
water molecules are modeled with a three-site SPC36 model. As
the water molecules move from the simulation box’s center to
its edges they are ﬁrst grouped to clusters each consisting of 4
water molecules. Then the resolution of clusters is smoothly

FTD
α

i+1

i

i
= FTD
α − C ∇ρ

(2)

where C is an appropriately chosen numerical prefactor. This is
similar to other methods for enforcing uniform density
proﬁle.44,45 The speciﬁc form of FTD
α used in this study will
be presented and explained in a bit more detail later on in
section 3.
When the clusters (bundles) are formed (in cluster formation
region C), an additional half-harmonic spring interaction is
added between the oxygen atoms within a cluster. This
interaction has the following form

Figure 1. Schematic representation of half of the simulation box with
atomistic (AT), atomistic with bundles (ATwB), hybrid (HY), and
coarse-grained (CG) regions. Two levels of resolution are used for
solvent molecules. High level of resolution is atomistic (SPC model),
while the low level of resolution is supramolecular (MARTINI model).
Boundaries between the regions are marked with dotted gray lines (xB
= 7.2, xHY = 8.4, xCG = 9.6 nm), whereas the region C (X ∈ C; xB < X <
xB + rskin, rskin = 0.2 nm), where the clusters are formed, is framed with
red lines.
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⎧1
2
⎪ γ(X )k(rij − r0) , rij > r0
2
⎨
UB(rij , X ) =
⎪ 0,
rij < r0
⎩

(3)

and
⎧ 0,
X < xB
⎪
⎪ ⎛ π (xHY − X ) ⎞
γ(X ) = ⎨ cos⎜
⎟ , xB < X < xHY
⎪ ⎝ 2(xHY − xB) ⎠
⎪
X > xHY
⎩1,

(4)

where k = 1000 kJ mol−1 nm−2 is the force-constant, and rij and
r0 = 0.3 nm are the current and equilibrium distance between
oxygen atoms, respectively. The form and constants of the
interaction are the same as in the bundled-SPC model 1.32
However, the oxygen−oxygen Lennard-Jones interaction is left
here unaltered. In addition, the bundled interaction is
multiplied with γ that depends on the CoM position X of the
cluster. The function γ is used to obtain a smooth transition in
a similar fashion as the w function is used in the AdResS
scheme. Applying it, we avoid any large forces due to clustering
and accommodate an easier reclustering. The region xB < x <
xHY, where xB and xHY are transition boundaries between the
standard SPC and bundled water and the AT and HY regions,
respectively (see Figure 1), is still fully atomistic region and is
thus named atomistic with bundles (ATwB) region. The
minimal width of this region is set with the potential cutoﬀ as in
this region the CG interaction sites have to be deﬁned to satisfy
the AdResS scheme (see eq 1). Other MD simulation details
are reported in the Supporting Information.
2.2. SWINGER: A Dynamic Clustering Algorithm. As
already stated, the supramolecular coupling requires an
algorithm that would dynamically make, break, and remake
clusters. Speciﬁcally, the aim of the algorithm is to break
clusters that have moved to the AT region and make or remake
clusters in a predeﬁned ”cluster formation” region C (see Figure
1) surrounding the AT region. The former part is
straightforward, but the latter part entails an optimal grouping
of data points, i.e., water molecules, into clusters, which is
nontrivial. When developing our SWINGER algorithm we
considered the following factors: (i) the number of molecules
in a cluster has to be exactly 4 (due to the MARTINI model
used as a CG model); (ii) preferentially, there should be no
ungrouped molecules in the region C; (iii) the grouping should
be optimized in terms of minimal total bundling energy ∑CUB
of clusters in the region C; (iv) the algorithm should leave the
coordinates and velocities of atoms intact.
Our clustering scheme SWINGER satisﬁes the mentioned
requisites. The ﬂowchart of SWINGER is depicted in Figure 2.
At the ﬁrst stage, all clusters whose CoMs are in the region C
(X ∈ C; xB < X < xB+rskin) are disassembled. For the initial
grouping two lists are constructed. The primary list contains
molecules in region C, while the buﬀer list contains molecules
with the X coordinate in the range xB − 2rskin < X < xB. The
larger range of the buﬀer list is our conservative choice to make
sure that the buﬀer list contains enough molecules at any given
moment. Note that the lists contain both the molecules that
were previously clustered and the ones that were not, but the
algorithm does not distinguish the two cases.
The procedure for the initial grouping is to (1) select the
unassigned molecule in the primary list closest to the HY

Figure 2. Flowchart of the SWINGER algorithm.

region and assign that molecule to a new cluster; (2) loop the
unassigned molecules in the primary list and determine the
cluster’s nearest molecule; (3) if the distance to the nearest
molecule is less than the threshold value (0.4 nm in our case)
add the molecule to the cluster, otherwise loop the unassigned
molecules in the buﬀer list and add the nearest molecule; (4)
update the cluster’s CoM; (5) repeat the steps (2−4) until the
cluster contains 4 molecules; (6) repeat steps (1−5) until all
molecules in the primary list are assigned to clusters.
Note that the number of water molecules considered for
bundling is not predeﬁned but an output of the initial grouping
and depends on a given conﬁguration. Additionally, initial
grouping in an orderly fashion (the water molecules closest to
the HY region are grouped ﬁrst) outputs a grouping with a
minimal number of water molecules from the buﬀer list and
more optimized clusters closer to the HY region.
In the next stage, we employ the simulated annealing Monte
Carlo (MC).46 The initial grouping outputs a clustering that
serves as a good ﬁrst guess. However, the clustering
conﬁguration is not optimal. The MC stage is used to reﬁne
the clustering and reach a global minimum conﬁguration
(deﬁned as a minimum of ∑CUB, see below). As a result, we
avoid possible large MD forces due to suboptimal clustering.
Only one type of MC trial move is employed. We choose a
random molecule in a random cluster. Then the nearest
molecule belonging to a diﬀerent cluster is determined, and the
allocations of the two molecules are swapped. The energy of
each state is ∑CUB, where UB is the bundling energy of an
individual cluster deﬁned in eq 3. However, instead of the γ
function we use

γ* = 1

(5)

This choice was made to avoid biased distribution of the
clusters, i.e., if the γ function in eq 3 were used, the MC
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Figure 3. Algorithmic steps of the SWINGER algorithm. The snapshots represent the state of the system before and after each stage of the
algorithm. Before the algorithm is applied the region C contains water molecules (blue) and water clusters (red). After the ﬁrst stage (I) of the
algorithm the clusters are disassembled, and primary (blue) and buﬀer (gray) lists are constructed. In the second stage (II), initial grouping is
performed, where all molecules in the primary list are assigned to a given cluster. In the third stage (III), the clustering is optimized with simulated
annealing MC. In the last stage (IV), only the clusters in region C are preserved, whereas other clusters are rejected.

model with the MARTINI CG model. The results of such
simulation are presented in the next section.

procedure would minimize the energy by outputting clusters
whose CoM is shifted toward the AT region.
In the last stage, all clusters whose x coordinate of CoM is
larger than xB are retained, while the others are disassembled.
Because the cutoﬀ is cluster-based some molecules in the
region C might be left ungrouped. However, an important fact
is that these molecules are facing the standard SPC AT region
and are not located in between the clusters. The procedure of
the SWINGER algorithm for a given conﬁguration is depicted
in Figure 3.
Considering the typical lifetime of waters’ tetrahedral
clusters, which is on the order of a ps,22 there is no need to
perform the SWINGER at every MD step. However, it is
necessary to execute it before unbundled water molecules are
able to cross the xB + rskin boundary. We have decided to initiate
the scheme at every Verlet list update, which constraints the
minimal width of the region C to the size of the Verlet skin (we
used rskin = 0.2 nm). The computational cost of the SWINGER
algorithm depends on the size of the clustering region, i.e., on
the number of water molecules M in the primary and adjacent
buﬀer list. In particular, the algorithm’s complexity scales
linearly with M as the energy of the simulated annealing MC
involves only intracluster contributions. When the algorithm is
employed the measured computational time of the MD time
step is increased by approximately 5%. However, since the
algorithm is, as mentioned before, not initiated at every time
step, the overall increase in the computational load due to the
SWINGER itself is negligible. However, the AdResS scheme
does require an additional ATwB region, which is rcut = 1.2 nm
wide. Hence, the simulation box enlargement due to the extra
ATwB region represents the actual extra computational cost
involved with coupling of the free SPC with the MARTINI
water model. This depends on the simulation system under
study. In our particular example, it corresponds to a
computational cost of a bundled-SPC water MD simulation
with a simulation box size of 2 × 1.2 × 2.8 × 2.8 nm3 (see the
Supporting Information). Of course, with growing system size
the relative computational overhead gets smaller.
To summarize, the AdResS scheme in combination with the
SWINGER is able to couple the unmodiﬁed SPC AT water

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Due to inequality of the chemical potential at the AT and CG
regions the molecules are prone to drifting toward the region
with lower chemical potential, i.e., usually toward the CG
region. We have introduced the TD force in the AdResS
scheme that eﬀectively corrects the unwanted density
undulations. The TD force is iterated using the procedure,
described in detail in refs 28, 41, and 42, until a uniform density
proﬁle is obtained. Since we have in our system two boundaries,
where we couple diﬀerent molecular models, the TD force is
nonzero in the ATwB and HY regions. We could, in principle,
consider two separate cases in computation of the TD force,
i.e., a system with the free SPC and bundled-SPC waters and
another system with the bundled-SPC and MARTINI waters
and compute TD forces for each of them separately. Then we
could glue the solutions to obtain the TD force for the merged
system. Here, however, we have not followed this option.
Rather, we have computed the TD force for the whole system
in the same manner as in other AdResS simulations.28−30 The
converged TD force is plotted in Figure 4. The force is, as
customary, applied to the bundles’ CoM; however, here it acts
not only in the HY region but also in the ATwB region. The
extension of the force to the ATwB region is needed because
the model is there eﬀectively diﬀerent than in the AT region
due to the inclusion of the bundling potential. Indeed, the
abrupt increase of the TD force at the onset of the ATwB
region indicates the chemical potential diﬀerence between free
SPC and bundled-SPC water models.32 If we changed the
Lennard-Jones parameters of the oxygen atom in the ATwB
region according to the bundled-SPC model, the extension
would not be needed since the bundled-SPC model was
parametrized to reproduce the same density, i.e., thermodynamic state. However, we did not do so as the current
implementation avoids the possible spurious eﬀects produced
by the sudden change in the Lennard-Jones interaction when
the molecule enters the ATwB region. It is also better suited for
future applications of the multiscale model to solvate
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Figure 4. Thermodynamical (TD) force applied to the CoM of
bundles. The force has a nonzero value only in the ATwB and HY
regions. Vertical gray lines mark the resolution region boundaries.

Figure 6. Radial distribution function (RDF) of oxygen atom (top)
and bundle CoM or CG beads (bottom). The AdResS simulation
results (AdResS AT and AdResS CG denote the region where the
calculation is performed) are compared to the RDFs from reference
all-atom and coarse-grained simulations to point out that the local
structure is well reproduced.

biomolecules where the biomolecule could interact also with
the solvent molecules in the ATwB region.
With the TD force employed the obtained normalized
density proﬁles (NDPs) are shown in Figure 5. The proﬁles are

COM (bottom). The AdResS RDFs are calculated only in the
relevant regions, that is, the RDF computation of water oxygen
atoms is restricted to molecules in the AT region and similarly
the RDF of bundles’ CoM to those in the CG region.
Comparison with the all-atom and coarse-grained simulations
conﬁrms a well reproduced local structure, with RDFs matching
almost to the line thickness.
Due to the hydrogen-bond network of water the short-range
structure in water is roughly tetrahedral. The degree of this
order can be measured with the tetrahedrality parameter Q447
Q4 = 1 −

3
8

3

4

∑ ∑

(cos θijk + 1/3)2
(6)

i=1 j=i+1

where the sum runs over distinct pairs of the four closest
neighbors of the reference water molecule i, and θijk is the angle
between vectors rij and rik with j and k being the nearest
neighbors molecules. The summation is normalized to give the
value of 0 for the random distribution. In Figure 7 we plot the
tetrahedrality across diﬀerent resolution regions. In the AT
region the average value of Q4 is equal to the one found in the
reference all-atom simulation. In the ATwB and HY regions the
presence of half-harmonic bonds between oxygen atoms within
bundles, as expected, distorts the local structure of water. We
therefore observe a continuous decrease of the Q4 parameter as
we move away from the AT region. Note that at the boundary
between the ATwB and HY regions the average value of Q4 is
equal to the average tetrahedrality of the bundled-SPC water
model (with changed Lennard-Jones parameters according to
ref 32).
The bundling promotes an internal structure of the bundles,
where the water molecules are located at the 4 vertexes of the
tetrahedron and the angle between two molecules and the
bundle’s CoM is 109.5°. Internal ordering of the bundles can be
described with the order parameter Q4* deﬁned by

Figure 5. Normalized density proﬁles (NDPs) with standard
deviations for water oxygen atoms (top) and bundles’ CoM (bottom).
For normalization the bulk densities of oxygen atoms and water
bundles are used in the top and bottom panels, respectively. Hence,
the errors in the bottom ﬁgure are larger because of statistical reasons,
i.e., there are 4 times more oxygen atoms than CG beads. The results
are shown for the AdResS simulation and conventional all-atom
simulations of SPC and bundled-SPC water (with changed LennardJones parameters according to ref 32) system. Vertical gray lines mark
the resolution region boundaries.

computed as a function of the x coordinate of the simulation
box, i.e., along the direction of the resolution change. We plot
separately the NDPs for the water oxygen atoms and bundles’
CoM and compare each of them with the appropriate reference
all-atom simulation to point out that the variations in the
density distribution are purely statistical in origin.
Next, we check whether the AdResS methodology can
preserve the local structure of the full-blown simulations. The
radial distribution function (RDF), shown in Figure 6, is
computed for the water oxygen atoms (top) and bundles’

Q 4* = 1 −
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standard SPC water. This is why it is better to introduce
bundling in a smooth way via the γ function (full line) and thus
avoid any large forces. By the time the bundles enter the HY
region they are well equilibrated with energies of comparable
magnitude that are found in the bundled-SPC system.
From the dynamics perspective, an important property of our
SWINGER algorithm and multiscale approach is the free
movement of the molecules across all regions. In Figure 9 we

Figure 7. Tetrahedral order parameter Q4 (top) and Q*4 (bottom) as a
function of the x coordinate of the simulation box. The value of Q4 = 1
corresponds to a perfect tetrahedral arrangement, whereas Q4 = 0
describes an ideal gas. The error bars represent the standard deviation
of the measurements. The results are shown for the AdResS, all-atom
SPC, and all-atom bundled-SPC (with changed Lennard-Jones
parameters according to ref 32) simulations. The vertical dotted
lines denote the boundaries between AT, ATwB, and HY regions.

where i and j are the oxygen atoms of a distinct pair in a bundle,
and ϕij is the angle between the two atoms and the bundle’s
CoM. (Thus, the computation of Q*4 involves four water
molecules in a given bundle plus its CoM.) Thus, as the
strength of the bundling is increased in the ATwB region the
promoted order also increases and reaches the value Q*4 found
in the bundled-SPC water model. In the HY region both order
parameters decline as a result of the resolution change.
Next, we compute the average bundling energy UB proﬁle
(Figure 8) by discretizing x positions in the system into bins
and taking the average over bundles that fall into a
corresponding bin. The energies in the cluster formation
region are quite high even though the clustering is optimized
because the Q*4 internal structure is not inherent to the

Figure 9. Diﬀusion of oxygen atoms across diﬀerent resolution
regions. Top: Normalized density distributions of particles at time t =
0 ps (red) in the ATwB region and at times t = 10 ps (green) and t =
50 ps (blue). Bottom: The same time evolution for particles initially in
the HY region. The concentration proﬁles are not depicted in the CG
region because the proﬁles are computed for oxygen atoms and the AT
resolution is absent in the CG region. Vertical gray lines denote the
boundaries between diﬀerent regions.

show the time evolution of the concentration proﬁles of water
oxygen atoms. The molecules are initially in the ATwB or HY
regions but diﬀuse in time throughout the whole simulation
box. Molecules spread out unequally to the AT and HY regions
which is in accordance with diﬀerent diﬀusion coeﬃcients of
the SPC and bundled-SPC water models.28,32 The estimated
diﬀusion constants, which are extracted by ﬁtting the Green’s
function for the diﬀusion equation to the concentration
proﬁles, are 5.1 × 10−9 m2 s−1 and 2.1 × 10−9 m2 s−1 (error
bars are roughly 10%) for free SPC and bundled-SPC,
respectively. The diﬀusion of the bundled-SPC water is slower
than that of free SPC water due to the larger hydrodynamic
radius of the bundles compared to the single SPC molecules.
This is in agreement with previously published simulation
results.28 Interestingly, the diﬀusion constant of the bundledSPC is closer to the experimental value of 2.4 × 10−9 m2 s−1.48
Rotational dynamics is characterized by rotational relaxation
time and associated single water molecule dipole autocorrelation function49

dACF(t ) = n(t ) ·n(0)

(8)

where n is a unit vector pointing along the dipole moment of a
water molecule. The autocorrelation function dACF(t) is
depicted in Figure 10 for the free SPC water model from the
all-atom simulation and the AT region of the AdResS
simulation. The extracted rotational relaxation time τ is 3.3
ps ± 0.2 ps for water molecules from the reference all-atom
simulation and AT region of the AdResS simulation. This is in

Figure 8. Average bundling energy of a bundle (UB; eq 3) with
standard deviations along the direction of the resolution change. The
results are plotted for the AdResS simulation and reference all-atom
simulation of bundled-SPC water (with changed Lennard-Jones
parameters according to ref 32). The AdResS proﬁle is computed
separately for the γ and γ* functions (eqs 4 and 5, respectively).
Resolution region boundaries are denoted with the vertical gray lines.
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simulation to derive new CG model parameters exploiting, for
example, structure-based coarse-graining techniques.
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Figure 10. Dipole autocorrelation function dACF(t) as deﬁned by eq 8.
We average over water molecules that are initially in the AT region.50

good agreement with the simulation results in the literature49
but lower than the experimental value of 7.5 ps.51 We ascribe
this discrepancy to the SPC water model and not to our
multiscale approach.
The concentration proﬁles, dipole autocorrelation functions,
and the corresponding diﬀusion constants and rotational
relaxation times thus prove that the SWINGER algorithm
does in fact make, break, and remake clusters and does so
without disturbing the dynamics of the system.
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